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Welcome to our winter newsletter. We hope you find it interesting and helpful.  
For more information on any of the matters covered, please get in touch.
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According to a recent advert by a leading, 
high-end grocery retailer, more people have 
travelled into space than have qualified as 
a Master of Wine. Which means it’s a pretty 
big deal – especially if you’re in the wine 
trade. However, the exclusive credentials of 
Milestone Wines owner Miles Corish are not 
the only factor behind the impressive growth 
and success of the company.

Attention to detail
Milestone Wines supplies to the on-trade 
(restaurants, bars, bistros etc.) across the 
North West and the off-trade (independent 
wine retailers) nationwide. The business has 
quickly established a reputation for quality  
and attention to the customers’ needs.

“We work with our customers in a 
collaborative way which is a little different  
to what you might usually expect from a  
wine supplier,” explains Miles.

Having access to specialist accounting and business advisors can make all the 
difference to the growth and success of a young business. RfM Partner Paul 
Newsham has a nose for business – as does wine expert Miles Corish, to whom 
Paul has been an advisor for many years. Paul recently supported Miles with the 
launch of a new venture, Milestone Wines. We toast the company’s achievements  
in its first 18 months…

Mastering the Wine Business

“We prefer to think of ourselves as ‘wine 
partners’ with our customers – and we try 
to provide a range of products that are right 
for them. Rather than just simply leaving 
a pricelist, we employ a more consultative 
approach taking into account; a customer’s 
goals, their food, the size of the wine offering, 
their margin and volume expectations and 
back this up with extensive staff training.

“Nowadays, I believe it is vital that on-trade 
establishments offer value for money, and 
by using our expertise, Milestone can help 
achieve this for our clients”.

Business acquisition
The company launched in March 2017 
following a management buyout of Bowland 
Forest Vintners. RfM Partner Paul Newsham 
has been a key advisor to Miles throughout 
the acquisition, lending an expert ear and 
keeping an eye on the numbers throughout 

the crucial first 18 months. Paul and the team 
at RfM Preston continue to support Miles as 
he plans for the next phase of the business.

“In just 18 months, we have grown to a team 
of six and also recently acquired a specialist 
Australian wine importer,” says Miles.

“As a new and ambitious business, to 
have access to a specialist accounting and 
business advisor such as Paul is essential. 
We meet regularly to look at the numbers and 
review our financial position. His input when 
there are big financial or strategic decisions  
to be made has been invaluable.”

Expert support for your new or 
growing business
Are you just starting out or looking to grow 
your business? Arrange an appointment 
to speak with a strategic business advisor 
today. Contact one of our offices or 
enquire at www.rfm-more.co.uk.

Owner of Milestone Wines, Miles Corish RfM Partner Paul Newsham

" As a new and ambitious 
business, to have access  
to a specialist accounting 
and business advisor such 
as Paul is essential."
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who would take care of your children if you died before 
they were 18 – but does so in a very sensitive way that 
enables you to make those difficult decisions.

Although my and my husband’s wishes are fairly 
straightforward – our estate to be divided equally 
between our children – Sharon was able to advise  
us on the best way to structure our affairs to ensure 
that they remain the beneficiaries, whatever happens 
in the future.

Sharon gathered the information she needed from 
us in just one meeting with us at our home. She then 
passed this on to the team at the Legal Services Guild 
to draw up the draft documents.

After we received the drafts, Sharon took us through 
each section to explain the ‘legal speak’ in simple 
terms and ensure the Wills were a true reflection of 
our wishes. Once we approved the drafts, Sharon 
instructed the solicitors to create the final, legally-
binding Wills. Throughout the process, we have dealt 
only with Sharon who is friendly and efficient and 
keeps the process moving along.

I’m pleased to finally be able to tick this off my to do 
list, but more importantly I now have peace of mind 
that – whatever happens in the future – my children 
will be taken care of.

To discuss making a new Will or review  
an existing Will, call Sharon Rigden on  
01772 431233 or email srigden@rfm-more.co.uk

Please note: RfM is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 but, because we are licensed by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales, we are able to offer a limited range of investment services to clients if they are incidental and / or complementary to, or arise out of, the other 
professional services we have been engaged to provide. It is our current policy to refer investment business, excluding corporate finance work, to Financial Advisers, 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The Financial Adviser will take full responsibility for compliance with the requirements of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000.

RfM Legal Services

Making a will has given me 
peace of mind
After a decade of procrastinating, RfM 
Creative Consultant Alison Arthington recently 
made her Will with RfM Legal Services. Here 
she explains why she finally ticked it off her 
to do list and how she found the experience.

The end of the EU Common Agricultural 
Policy in the UK is set to bring huge 
changes to the farming sector. Now is a 
great time to review your plans for the 
future of your agricultural business, and 
think about how you will achieve them. 
Here, we look at the tax advantages of 
partnerships and why the timing of big 
business decisions is so important.

What should you consider?
In your review, you could ask questions such as:

What is your current business structure? Is 
this the optimal structure to achieve your 
aims? Or could this be the time to introduce 
a partner to the business? Do you plan to 
invest in new equipment? If so, when is the 
best time to spend on capital items?

Potential tax advantages of a 
partnership
A potential plus point of introducing a partner to 
the business might be lower tax, as partners are 
taxed only on their share of profits. 

The timing of changes in business structure 
can have significant tax consequences and any 
decision should be carefully considered within 
the context of the business as a whole. We can 
help you to determine when would be the most 
appropriate time for your business.

Farmers’ averaging is a planning tool which 
can help keep tax bills down during periods of 
fluctuating profits. Averaging may be particularly 
relevant in light of the impact of drought on 
crops and livestock this year. The impact on 
Class 4 National Insurance contributions should 
also be factored in. 

The timing of exits or entrances to a partnership 
will also have repercussions. Averaging claims 
cannot be made in the year a partnership 
commences or ceases, or when a partner leaves 
or joins an existing partnership. 

Capital expenditure
We recommend you also think about liquidity 
when reviewing your future plans. Getting the 
timing of capital expenditure and claims for 
capital allowances right can affect taxable 
profits – and the size of  your tax bills. 

Read the full article on the news pages of 
our website www.rfm-more.co.uk

TAX TIPS for  
farming businesses 

It’s no exaggeration to say that making a Will was 
something I’d been intending to do for over a decade. 
Each year, when our financial advisor came for our 
annual catch-up he would ask, “Have you sorted out 
your Wills?” to which I would always reply, “It’s on my 
list to sort this year.” But another year would pass  
and still it didn’t get done.

I’m not sure why I kept putting it off. I’m married 
with two young children and we own our own home 
but – whilst I knew it was important to formally put 
my wishes in writing – I did make some assumptions 
about what would happen to my share of the house 
and possessions if I died without a Will. I assumed  
(as many people do) that my share would 
automatically pass to my husband and, in turn, be 
passed on to our children.

It was only after being involved with the launch of  
RfM Legal Services in spring 2018 that I learned 
more about what happens if you die without a Will. 
And even if you do write a Will, there are a number  
of common life events that could make it invalid.

In the end though, it was neither the reminders from 
my financial advisor nor my understanding of the 
intestacy rules that prompted me to write my Will…

Last summer, my dad passed away. He did have  
an up-to-date Will in which my brother and I were 
named as trustees. As such, we were both closely 
involved in making arrangements for the funeral 
and taking care of his estate in the days, weeks and 
months after his death.

From his Will, we learned our dad’s wishes for his 
funeral and the distribution of his estate. Reading  
his Will prompted us to discuss our own affairs and 
made me think more clearly about my own situation.  
I couldn’t put it off any longer.

I already had a good understanding of how the 
process of making a Will with RfM Legal Services 
worked. I much preferred the thought of sitting  
down with RfM’s Barrister Intermediary, Sharon 
Rigden, to chat through things, rather than having  
to meet with a solicitor directly.

Sharon’s background is banking and customer 
relations and her focus is on making you feel as 
comfortable as possible whilst she gathers the 
information she needs. She guides you to think  
about situations you would rather not – such as  

Alison recently made her will through RfM Legal Services

"Sharon was able to advise us on  
the best way to structure our affairs 
to ensure that our children remain 
the beneficiaries, whatever happens 
in the future."

www.rfmlegal.co.uk
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+ more news  
on our website
We couldn't fit all our recent news into this 
newsletter so please visit our website to read 
these articles in full.

EMI scheme:  
Business as usual 
The Enterprise Management Incentives (EMI) 
scheme is a share option scheme that offers 
several tax advantages and can work particularly 
well for smaller businesses. Read online

Inheritance Tax Planning: 
Over 50s hold most  
property wealth 
According to a recent report from property 
experts, Savills, 75% of the UK’s housing wealth 
is now owned by the over 50s. Small wonder, 
then, that the yield from Inheritance Tax is rising. 
What can you do to minimise the impact of IHT 
on your estate? Read online

Have you activated your 
HMRC Business Tax Account? 

Taxpayers can already use their online Business 
Tax Account for their dealings with HMRC but it 
is not currently essential. This is set to change 
with Making Tax Digital. Read online

Tools for surviving business 
disruption
Do you have plans in place for coping with a 
severe disruption to your business? According 
to recent findings by the Federation of Small 
Businesses, most UK small firms are completely 
‘unprepared’. Read online

Business waste disposal:  
New Landfill Tax risk
Landfill Tax may not be a key concern for every 
business but it’s worth knowing that, since 1 
April 2018, waste disposal at unauthorised sites 
may now be taxable. Read online

Tax incentives
In the Autumn Budget 2018, the government 
pledged a package of additional measures 
designed to encourage more SMEs to invest in 
R&D, including a campaign to raise awareness 
of R&D tax credits. If you haven’t yet been made 
aware of the benefit of R&D tax credits and reliefs, 
here’s what you need to know:

Companies can claim additional relief of up to 
130% on qualifying R&D expenditure. This is in 
addition to the actual expenditure (i.e. a 230% total 
deduction).

A company can claim enhanced deductions against 
taxable profits for all qualifying R&D expenditure – 
including labour, equipment, materials and possibly 
a share of some overheads.

An R&D tax credit is also payable to companies not 
in profit. In such cases, the company can choose to 
surrender a loss for a cash repayment.

The incentives are only available to companies, not 
individuals.

As part of our Business Consulting service we can 
assist you in preparing your claim. This includes 
assessing whether your activities qualify as R&D 
and the preparation of a comprehensive technical 
report to substantiate the claim.

Helping clients secure valuable 
R&D tax credits
In recent months, Tony Backhouse, Director of RfM 
Business Consulting, has successfully helped a 
number of RfM clients to benefit from enhanced tax 
reliefs and receive a cash sum. These sums have 
ranged from £5k to £30k. The types of businesses 
that can claim are wide and varied and not just 
technology firms as is commonly believed. Clients 
Tony has acted for include the following:

It pays to 
be innovative

• An architectural consultancy

• A craft brewery

• A chemical manufacturer

• A fine dining restaurant

• A bistro pub chain

• A childcare provider

• A cheese maker

• Three Software companies

“R&D tax credits are a fantastic initiative for 
companies that are investing time and money in 
developing new products and processes,” explains 
Tony. “A business can effectively offset all the costs 
associated with the R&D activity against their tax 
bill – and also receive a lump sum as well.

"The problem is that some businesses don’t even 
realise that the tasks they are carrying out actually 
qualify as research & development. You don’t 
necessarily have to be developing a new product; 
it might be that your R&D activity results in the 
modification – and subsequent improvement –  
of an existing product, service or process. 

"We work together with the business to identify 
where R&D activity has occurred. We then pull 
together all the evidence and prepare a full 
technical report so that the application is solid.”

If you are unsure whether you are carrying out R&D 
activity or would like to discuss making a claim 
for R&D tax relief and credits, please get in touch. 
Ask your advisor for a referral to our Business 
Consulting service, email Tony Backhouse 
directly at tbackhouse@rfm-more.co.uk or  
call 07969 900864.

Investment in Research & Development is key to economic success and the government 
has introduced a number of incentives to support businesses that innovate, create and 
invent. At RfM, we share this view, and are committed to helping eligible clients offset the 
cost of R&D activity with additional reliefs and R&D tax credits.

FOCUS ON: R&D Tax Credits

www.rfmbusinessconsulting.co.uk



Chartered Accountants

RfM Preston  01772 431233 

RfM Ulverston  01229 582149 

RfM Barrow  01229 820003

RfM Fylde 01253 790527

Chartered Management Accountants

RfM Morecambe & Lancaster 01524 566190  

RfM South Lakes  01539 445412
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Generally, RfM refers to the network of member organisations, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. Member organisations are not members of one legal partnership and are only liable for their own acts and omissions, 
and not those of each other. Disclaimer: This newsletter is published for the information of clients. It provides only an overview of the regulations in force at the date of publication and no action should be taken without consulting the detailed 
legislation or seeking professional advice. Therefore no responsibility for loss occasioned by any person acting or refraining from action as a result of the material contained in this newsletter can be accepted by the authors or RfM.

RfM is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 but, because we are licensed by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, we are able to offer a limited range of investment services to clients if they 
are incidental and / or complementary to, or arise out of, the other professional services we have been engaged to provide. It is our policy to refer investment business, excluding corporate finance work, to Financial Advisers, authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The Financial Adviser will take full responsibility for compliance with the requirements of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

Furnished Holiday Lettings – A smart move for buy-to-let investors?

Tax advantages
Pressures on landlords operating in the buy-to-let 
market have been increasing. This is largely due 
to changes, phased in between 2017/18 and 
2020/21, restricting the types of finance costs that 
are allowable for tax purposes. Conditions are not 
set to get any easier but one option for investors  
in the buy-to-let property market could be a move 
into furnished holiday lets (FHL).

Furnished holiday lettings offer some important tax 
advantages for landlords. The finance cost restriction, 
for instance, does not apply to FHLs. Items such 
as furniture, equipment and fixtures are classed as 
plant and machinery and will be covered by capital 
allowances. This compares very favourably with the 
buy-to-let market, where capital expenditure is not 
allowable for tax (although there may be relief when 
certain items need to be replaced).

Profits from an FHL business can be counted as 
earnings for pension purposes – another valuable 
plus point. The tax treatment of losses for FHL can 
also be beneficial as FHLs are treated as a trade, 
rather than an investment. This means that landlords 
can claim Capital Gains Tax reliefs such as Business 
Asset Rollover Relief and Entrepreneurs’ Relief. 

VAT and food retail - What’s ‘hot’ and what’s not?

Pegasus (Manchester) Ltd sold African and 
Caribbean dishes, such as rice, wraps and curries 
from a market takeaway outlet. The owners claimed 
that the food was not supplied hot and, as such, 
should, for VAT purposes be zero rated. In HMRC’s 
view, the food was hot and should be standard 
rated for VAT. A sum of more than £110,000 
depended on just one word: ‘hot’.

In VAT legislation, ‘hot food’ means food which is  
hot when provided to the customer and

•  has been heated for the purposes of enabling  
it to be consumed hot;

•  has been heated to order;
•  has been kept hot after being heated;
•  is provided to the customer in heat-retentive 

packaging;
•  is advertised or marketed in a way that  

indicates it is supplied hot.

For food to be classed as ‘hot’ it is defined as being 
above ‘ambient room temperature’. The phrase ‘kept 
hot’ has a similarly precise definition. In cases where 
food is ‘kept hot’ for health and safety reasons, or  
a purpose other than to enable the consumer to eat 
it hot, it may be possible for the sale not to be 
standard rated.

VAT tribunal result
During the tribunal, much attention was given to what 
this all meant in the specific circumstances applying 
here. During preparation, Pegasus first cooked the 
food to 99-100°C, then cooled it to 19-20°C. It was 
then kept at ambient air temperature and, finally, 
stored in a Bain-marie. Ambient air temperature in the 
market was 28-30°C; the Bain-marie maintained a 
constant heat of 56°C.

The judge’s decision took into account, that whilst the 
food met the ambient temperature after cooling, later 
placing it in a Bain-marie meant as ‘a matter of basic 
physics’, that it had been heated. The food retailer lost 
the case.

VAT advice
VAT can often be complex, but regularly reviewing 
your procedures can help keep your business on the 
right side of the rules. Whether you are a food retailer 
or perhaps looking to expand into new areas, or your 
business is approaching the VAT threshold, we can 
advise on VAT and the implications for your business.

When it comes to VAT, it is always important to get the classification right for the supply of 
goods or services. Crossing the boundaries separating standard and zero-rated items in food 
retailing can lead to problems. The outcome of a recent tribunal hinged on the question of 
whether takeaway food supplied by a business was ‘hot’ – or not. 

www.rfm-more.co.uk

You may have to pay an early repayment charge to your existing lender if you remortgage.
RfM Mortgage Services is a trading style of Key Mortgage Advice Limited who is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. We are entered on the Financial Services Register No 312930 at register.fca.org.uk
THINK CAREFULLY BEFORE SECURING OTHER DEBTS AGAINST YOUR HOME OR PROPERTY. YOUR HOME OR PROPERTY MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate some aspects of commercial mortgages and buy-to-let mortgages.

Recent changes to the rules on allowable 
costs have led to tougher times for buy-
to-let landlords. But in business there are 
always opportunities… one option for  
buy-to-let investors could be to diversify 
into furnished holiday lettings (FHLs).

Inheritance Tax breaks
You may be wondering what the situation is 
with the key Inheritance Tax break for owners of 
businesses, Business Property Relief (BPR). BPR 
is an Inheritance Tax relief which can help with 
succession planning. It can potentially reduce the 
taxable value of a transfer of relevant business 
property by 50% or 100%, depending on the type 
of property. 

In some cases, FHLs can provide access to BPR 
but making a successful claim may prove difficult. 
To qualify for BPR, it is essential that the landlord 
can demonstrate that a substantial level of service 
has been provided, in addition to the holiday 
accommodation itself.

Read the full article on our news pages. 

Please get in touch if you would like us to review your property portfolio 
with you to make sure that your affairs are structured efficiently. 


